April 2020 - April 2021
Price List

Gas and Plumbing Services
Covering Telford & Shrewsbury areas

Intro and Emergency call out charges...
The following prices are meant as a guide and may alter depending several factors.
Things likely to impact how long a job takes, and inevitably the final cost, include:
What plumbing systems are involved
Ease of access of the job
If there are isolation valves in place
Whether we will need to drain the system
Condition of surrounding pipework and how accessible the pipework is

How much a company will charge depends on several factors, including
Where you live
The time and materials needed for the job
Timing – is it an emergency? Weekend, bank holiday and 24 hour call outs are also likely to cost more
In the interests of being as open and transparent as possible to all our customers we have compiled this
price list for common jobs we are asked to complete. Price Comparisons are via the “local heroes” website
May 2020. A typical guide to our IMMEDIATE/EMERGENCY CALLOUT hourly costs are as follows.
Emergency Call-Out Charges - attend within 2 hours
Labour charges

9am to 5pm

5pm to 9am

Day Rate
9am - 4:30 - 7 hours

Plumber Mon- Fri

£60 first hour
£30 each additional hour

£100 first hour
£50 each additional hour

£250 average

Plumber Sat - Sun

£90 first hour
£50 each additional hour

£100 first hour
£60 each additional hour

£400 average

Gas Engineer Mon - Fri

£75 per hour

£120 first hour
£80 each additional hour

£350 average

Gas Engineer Sat - Sun

£100 per hour

£120 per hour

£475 average

The table above shows our standard charges for a call-out usually - within 2 hours. Most jobs can be pre-booked
and a price agreed. Some common jobs can be found on the next page with estimated costs. As you would
expect, all quotations are free of charge and we always encourage our customers to obtain several quotes
before awarding work.

CombiCert Ltd
The Old School House, Park Lane, Telford, TF3 4TG
Contact:
Peter@combicert.co.uk
Call 07393220694

Everyday jobs & their cost...
All prices based on “reasonable” access to pipework/the problem at hand and the job being booked in
advance via phone, text or email.
Unblocking.
Unblocking toilets, waste pipes, sinks, showers, baths and associated waste pipework - from £60
Pipes:
Repair burst water pipe - £60
Repair damaged gas pipe - From £100
New water feed for appliance - from £60
Appliances:
Fit new washing machine/dishwasher - from £40
Fit new gas hob - from £60 assuming like for like swap.
Toilets
Supply and fit new toilet in same location - from £180
replace “fill and flush valve” on existing toilet - from £70
Heating systems:
Supply and fit new boiler - From £1300 - subject to site survey
New 2/3 port valve, supply and fit - from £200
Supply and fit new heating pump - from £210
Taps.
Supply and fit outside tap with isolator and double check valve - £90
Fit customers new Kitchen tap - £70
Fit customers basin tap - £60
Fit customers bath taps - £80
Radiators.
Fit new radiator in same location - £70 (customer supplies)
Fit new radiator in different lcoation - Priced on sight.
System balancing - from £60 with heat camera
Replace radiator valves - Combi system - £50. Conventional system - £65
Prices shown are typical prices for the works described, however we will always firm up a price before any works
are undertaken. We always encourage customers to get as many quotes as possible before they choose a
company to do the required work.
If you have any questions about any aspect of your job then please get in touch asap.
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Quick guide to basic terminology
Isolators.
These handy little devices restrict or stop water flow.
There are several different types, but having them in place can reduce your bill as
it can mean less time spent doing the job at hand.

Water cylinders
Usually found on “conventional” heating systems attached to a lot of pipework.
These systems can be more difficult to work on (compared to a heating system that
utilises a Combi boiler). Changing a radiator, for example, on one of these systems
can take significantly longer. Conventional systems tend to be less efficient than Combi systems.

Combi Boilers
Combination boilers produce hot water and heating on demand and usually have 6 or 7 pipes
coming out of them (cold water inlet, hot water outlet, flow and return for heating,
a gas pipe, a PRV and a condense pipe). Typically we install combi boilers that have a minimum
7 years warranty and a maximum of upto 12 years.
Toilet fill and flush valves
responsible for the filling and flush of a toilet. Quite a common repair, so if your toilet is
constantly filling or wont flush properly then there’s a good chance these will need replacing.
It is often a good idea to replace both at the same time if theyre of a similar age..
Stop tap.
Usually found where water enters the property (often under the kitchen sink). This will
turn off water to the property in the event that it’s needed. Sadly, they can seize due to lack of
use and then become difficult to turn... modern “push button” alternatives are now available for
those customers who would struggle to grip and turn the handle.
Header tanks
Usually found in a loft and feeding a water cylinder on a conventional system. There are
usually 2 tanks, one feeding the heating and one feeding the hot water. These can become
filled with sludge and cause blockages that can be difficult to remove. If you have a combi
system then there is no need for -header tanks. Modern tanks are made from plastic but some
older tanks are made from asbestos.
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Pump
Typically found on a conventional heating system, this pump is responsible for
pumping hot water to your radiators. Symptoms of a failed pump include, cold radiators,
overheating boiler and/or a loud noise when pump is activated

Diverter valves
A microswitch inside the head of this valve is activated depending upon demand for
hot water/heating. If you notice your system behaving poorly (e.g radiators getting hot
when the water is heating) then this could be your issue. Usually found on conventional
heating systems but often used for “zonal” heating

TRV’s
Temperature regulation on radiators is important to every heating system, but these
valves are a moving part and can fail. Replacement usually requires the system to be
drained but methods of freezing the surrounding pipework may be adopted.

Bleed Valve
Is your radiator cold at the top and hot at the bottom? give this little screw a turn and you
may hear air hissing as water forces the air out of the radiator and water replaces it.
Always handy to have a “bleed key” somewhere in the house

Pressure gauge
On a combi system your boiler requires a certain amount of pressure to operate. If this
pressure gets too low it could mean you have a leak or that there is an issue with the boiler
itself. So top up your pressure using a “filling loop” - and see how
it goes over the coming hours/days. If the pressure drops regularly then call a professional.
Filling loop
Usually found on a Combi boiler. If your pressure is too low then use this to top up the
pressure. Usually located beneath the boiler linking the cold inlet and the heating return
pipe. Often there are 2 black levers, turn both of the levers and you should hear water running
into the heating system - keep and eye on the pressure gauge and aim to stop the flow
at around 1 bar, this should clear the error on your boiler (you may have to reset the boiler)
Many newer boilers have a different type of filling system, if in doubt then make a note of
your boiler’s model number and search for individual instructions.
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